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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS:
30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80 mm
IMPACT PROTECTION SLABS

Storage of PLAYSAFE Products and adhesives
PLAYSAFE products should normally be stored in dry areas at a constant temperature above 10°C. If
stored below 10°C, store the slabs at the installation site temperature (> 10°C) for at least 2 hours
before installation.
Please note: Adhesives must be stored at all times in dry locations above 0°C. To avoid colour
variations due to differences in sunlight exposure, leave the UV protection film on the products as
supplied until just prior to installation.
Required Installation Tools
- Steel straight edge (e.g. carpenters square 600mm)
- Cutting/Stanley knife, heavy duty, sabre saw or band saw (with blades for wood)
- Tape measure or meter stick
- Felt-tip markers (water –soluble) or chalk, etc.
- Chalk line with refill chalk
- Application gun for dispensing adhesive
- PLAYSAFE Rubber Adhesive
- Kneepads
Substructure Design
PLAYSAFE slabs have excellent drainage properties. The subsurface below them must therefore
provide sufficient drainage as well. Paved surfaces (such as concrete or asphalt) must be level with a
slope of approx. 2% and have adequate run-off drains.
Any depressions greater than 3 mm in depth, which can collect water, must be levelled off using
suitable materials.
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Like other rubber materials, PLAYSAFE products absorb heat when exposed to direct sunlight. Their
surface temperatures can be as high as asphalt surfaces exposed to the same conditions. PLAYSAFE
products should be installed and stored in shady areas if possible to avoid overheating.
When the subsurface is comprised of compacted stone, ensure each layer is compacted with a
vibration compactor to 98% standard Proctor density. Following application of the final layer, again
check levelness, correct uneven spots with suitable material.
Subsurfaces must be free of cracks, clean and free of oil or other foreign materials.
Regardless of the type of subsurface used; it must not deviate from level by more than 5mm under a
3m straight edge.
Dimensional Variations
The dimensional tolerance of PLAYSAFE slabs as manufactured is approx. +/- 0,8% in length and width,
+/- 2 mm thickness. Dimensional variations can be caused by storage in stacks (elastic compression of
the slabs due to the stack weight) and changes in thermal expansion and ambient temperature.
The following procedures are recommended to minimize dimensional variations:
- Be certain that all slabs to be laid have the same temperature over the entire term of installation.
- Spread the slabs out on the ground for 2 hours before final installation to permit them to regain
their original dimensions.
- Install all slabs under similar conditions.
- For ideal installation conditions, the ambient temperature at the site should have been over 4°C for
at least 24 hours prior to installation. If the ambient temperature at the site is below 4°C, store the
slabs to be installed in a dry area at a temperature of at least 10°C for at least 72 hours prior to
installation.
Do not install PLAYSAFE slabs if ambient temperatures below 4°C are expected at the installation site
for an extended period of time.
Installation of PLAYSAFE Slabs
Install the first row of PLAYSAFE slabs by placing them precisely along the demarcated area (during
installation of the Slabs with synthetic turf, please make certain that the blades of grass or tufting for
each tile are aligned in the same direction. Doing so will provide a uniform optical appearance across
the entire surface)
Start the second row (and every second row thereafter) with a half slab. Connect the slabs of the
second row to the first using the integrated connector pins. The T-Joint configuration (Figure 1)
provides stability of the installed slabs and keeps the tiles in place. Cut the last slab in each row to the
required size using a heavy-duty Stanley Knife or a sabre saw.
Using PLAYSAFE Adehsive, adhere the cross-joints of the first and last row of installed slabs and/or to
the edge limitation/boundary (Edge/Corner Profiles, Lawn Edging, Perimeter Panel etc) enclosing the
surface in order to secure them against displacement or unauthorized removal.
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Figure 1

Measuring and marking slabs to be cut:
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Cutting of slabs using a Stanley Knife:

Cutting of slabs using a Sabre Saw:

Installation of non-rectangular areas
Start the installation at the longest even border along a right-angled line.
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Install the slabs along the border in a T-Joint configuration.
Ensure the slabs are installed without gaps between slabs.

Adhere the cross-joints of slabs of the first and the last row and all slabs on the outer perimeter
and/or to the edge limitation (Edge/Corner Profiles, Lawn Edging, Perimeter Panel etc) enclosing the
surface in order to secure them against displacement or unauthorized removal.
Read the instructions for the adhesive application carefully, prior the installation. Use only adhesives
which are suitable or recommended by PLAYSAFE/Seamless Flooring Systems.
Suitable disposable gloves should be worn during glue application to avoid skin irritation.
Please Note: Sub-surface must allow for adequate drainage and water run-off. If the sub-surface
absorbs and retains moisture it may result in the slabs expanding and becoming displaced.
Combination of Different Slab Thicknesses in One Area
Bonded/Unbonded Subsurface.
All slabs in the thickness range of 40mm to 80mm can be inter-used in one area because the
connector pins are the same size positioned in the same place, measured from the top of the slabs.
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The height compensation must be done with the subsurface.
The combination of the 30mm slabs with all other slabs must be installed along a dividing border as
the 30mm Slabs use smaller connector pins.

Maintenance of the Installed PLAYSAFE Surface
Regular cleaning of your installed PLAYSAFE surface will promote a longer lifespan as well as attractive
appearance. Please contact Seamless Flooring Systems for further information on the
cleaning/maintenance of your PLAYSAFE surface.

